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Variation in labor input occurs along two margins. The extensive margin refers to the

formation and termination of employment relationships, whereas the intensive margin de-

scribes the choice of working time conditional on being employed. Recent labor market

analysis, such as in the search and matching literature, has focused on the extensive margin.

But variation along the intensive margin is signi�cant. At the aggregate level, �uctuations

in working time per employee are as large as movements in employment in several European

economies (Llosa et al, 2012). At the plant level, U.S. data show that the variance of changes

in working time per person is equal to that of employment growth (Cooper et al, 2015).1

This evidence on intensive-margin �uctuations appears at odds with implications of the

earlier labor supply literature. The data in Cooper et al (2015) show that a one standard-

deviation movement in hours amounts to about 55 hours per quarter.2 Yet Hall (1999) notes

that estimates of the labor supply elasticity (for men) are as low as 0.05 and typically no

higher than 0.4. If these estimates were right, Hall argues, the deadweight burden of these

plant-level hours �uctuations would seem to be implausibly high.

In this paper, we consider a framework that can reconcile this seemingly contradictory

evidence on the intensive margin. In this setting, workers are complements in production but

have heterogeneous preferences over leisure. Complementarities have important implications

for the identi�cation of the intertemporal (Frisch) elasticity of substitution in (intensive-

margin) labor supply. For instance, variation in a worker�s own, idiosyncratic labor supply

incentives yields relatively small changes in working time, since the e¢ cient response is

attenuated when one�s e¤ort is not complemented by higher e¤ort of co-workers. On the

other hand, �rm-wide variation in the return to working coordinates the responses of het-

erogeneous workers, revealing the true willingness to substitute e¤ort intertemporally. The

model can thus predict more signi�cant changes in �rm-wide working time without imply-

ing counterfactually large responses to idiosyncratic events. We estimate the model using

employer-employee matched data from northern Italy and show how to recover the structural

parameters governing the degree of complementarities and the Frisch labor supply elasticity.

Our approach has been foreshadowed (informally) in several earlier assessments of the

labor supply literature. For instance, Pencavel (1986) notes that a worker�s labor input is

often coordinated by his employer. Relatedly, Hall (1999) contends that, �if an event occurs

1Intensive-margin adjustments account for one-half of the aggregate variation in U.S. total labor input
at a quarterly frequency (Heckman, 1984). At an annual frequency, the contribution of the intensive margin
is about 20 percent.

2This can be derived from Cooper et al�s estimates of the variance and persistence of log hours changes.
If the latter are Normally distributed, one can use these moments to infer the variance of the level of hours,
given an estimate of its mean. Though the authors do not report mean hours, we can use an estimate from
the March Current Population Survey over the authors�sample (1972-80).
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that is personal to the worker ... it is unlikely that the employer will agree to a reduction in

weeks ad hoc�(p. 1148). These comments place the employer at the center of the theory of

intensive-margin labor supply.3

In this paper�s model, the �rm does have a starring role. The �rm and its workers join

in long-term employment relationships, bound together by the fact that extensive-margin

adjustments are costly. Working time is bargained jointly to maximize the surplus from the

match. The resulting distribution of working time across employees represents a balancing

of two interests� productive complementarities and heterogeneity in the disamenity from

work. If the former is forceful enough, then employees agree, jointly with their employer, to

vary their working time in a similar manner despite having disperse preferences.

Di¤erences in preferences over leisure are accommodated, instead, by the earnings bar-

gain, which is derived from a Nash-like surplus-sharing protocol. If a worker�s labor input

remains high despite an increase in her marginal value of time, she is compensated accord-

ingly. Hence, under complementarities, the distribution of working-time adjustments across

employees within the �rm is compressed relative to the dispersion in earnings growth.

To assess our interpretation of working-time �uctuations and earnings, we introduce in

Sections 2 and 3 a unique source of panel data. We use a matched worker-�rm dataset

that tracks the universe of workers and �rms in the northern Italian region of Veneto from

1982 to 2001.4 The dataset includes each employee�s annual days worked for each of her

employers. Working days is an active margin: in a given year, over 50 percent of workers

adjust their days, and among these, the typical change is between 10 and 19 days. Still, it is

arguably concerning that we observe only days, not total hours. Supplementing our analysis

with household data from the Italian Labor Force Survey, we �nd, however, that variation

in working days accounts for the majority of variation in total hours. Much of this variation

in working days takes the form of Saturday overtime, according to Giaccone (2009).

In Section 4, we estimate the model using the method of simulated moments. Our

identi�cation strategy relies on our ability to observe earnings and working time inside

�rms. Complementarities �squeeze out� the in�uence of idiosyncratic factors on working

time. As a result, these factors are re�ected primarily through the (within-�rm) dispersion

of earnings growth. We can thus infer the strength of complementarities by comparing the

variance of working time adjustments across workers within �rms to the variance of earnings

3Indeed, Pencavel and Hall emphasize theories in which the �rm unilaterally chooses working time. Our
approach still leaves room for �events personal to the worker�to in�uence labor supply among the employed.

4In Italy, these data have to be recorded because taxes and social insurance contributions are tied to days
worked. Data are reported to the public social security organisation INPS. The dataset has been organized
and maintained by researchers at the University of Venice.
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growth (again, inside �rms). In particular, if the ratio of the former to the latter is small,

idiosyncratic variation is suppressed in working time. Accordingly, our model infers a high

degree of complementarities, or more exactly, a low elasticity of substitution across workers

in production.

Whereas we identify complementarities o¤ within-�rm variation, the intertemporal elas-

ticity of substitution in labor supply is better informed by �rm-wide �uctuations. In partic-

ular, this elasticity is informed by the size of �uctuations in the �rm�s average working time.

Our approach uncovers an estimate of the Frisch elasticity of 0:536: This is near the top

end of the range of estimates found in the earlier, seminal life-cycle literature (see MaCurdy,

1981; Browning et al., 1985; Altonji, 1986). It is, however, more in line with recent results

summarized in Chetty, Guren, Manoli, and Weber (2011). In Section 4, we discuss the source

of variation used in more recent studies and why we suspect our results align with theirs.

To highlight the implications of our results for empirical analysis, we simulate a simple

policy intervention in Section 5. A fraction of a �rm�s workforce receives the �treatment�� a

shift in their own labor supply incentives� but the remainder of the �rm�s workers do not.

We contrast the outcome with the case in which all workers participate in the intervention.

Re�ecting the role of complementarities, working time declines by 50 to 115 percent more

when all employees receive the treatment (depending on how the extensive margin adjusts).

Furthermore, if we use the treatment e¤ect in the case where only a fraction of the workforce

participates to infer the Frisch elasticity, the implied elasticity is less than half the estimate

(0:536) we uncover.

This experiment illustrates that the response of working time to an idiosyncratic event

may bear little resemblance to the underlying preference parameter. This is a simple, but

important, point, because many in�uential studies utilized this latter variation. Hall (1999)

notes, for instance, that the tepid response of working time in the randomized control trials

known as the Negative Income Tax (NIT) experiments greatly informed the consensus on

labor supply. Yet this kind of variation� a sample of workers is selected to receive a cash

grant� is clearly idiosyncratic to the worker.5 The same point applies to the seminal life-

cycle analyses of MaCurdy (1981) and Altonji (1986), which identify the Frisch elasticity o¤

the response of time worked to an individual�s own (predictable) wage changes.6

5The NIT experiments were run in a handful of U.S. cities in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The
participating households received a cash grant on a sliding scale, with the grant declining in the worker�s
market earnings. We discuss the NITs again in Section 5, since the size of the simulated policy intervention
is based on the typical NIT.

6These life-cycle studies do not restrict their focus to intensive-margin movements. However, their sample
consists of workers� white males, age 25-46, who are in stable marriages� who are most likely to be in
relatively long-lived employer-employee relationships.
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A few recent contributions touch on a number of themes presented here. Chetty, Fried-

man, Olsen, and Pistaferri (2011) identify evidence of coordination in working time using

the �bunching�of taxable income at kinks in the tax-rate schedule. We use di¤erent data

and a distinct identi�cation strategy, but like these authors, we conclude that idiosyncratic

variation in the return to working will typically fail to recover the true willingness of workers

to vary their labor input. Chetty (2012) o¤ers another approach to inference, which uses

estimated elasticities to bound preference parameters even when the source of the wedge

between elasticities and parameters is not explicit. Our approach is complementary: we for-

malize a speci�c reason why reduced-form estimates may not identify preference parameters

and use this model to recover the parameters.7 Finally, Rogerson (2011) also argues that

coordination may break the link between estimated elasticities and structural parameters,

but studies an aggregative model in which workers coordinate their leisure.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 1 introduces a dynamic labor demand model in

which a �rm and its worker bargain over working time and wages. In Sections 2 and 3, we

describe our data and present the empirical moments used in estimation. Section 4 estimates

the model, and Section 5 assesses the implications of our results for empirical work on the

intensive margin. Section 6 examines the robustness of our results. Section 7 concludes.

1 Theory

The contribution of this section is a tractable model of a production process in which employ-

ees have to �work together�to some degree despite di¤erences in preferences. Our formalism

is parsimonious, and, as such, involves a number of assumptions that help retain tractabil-

ity. These assumptions are discussed later in this section. Also note that we take as given a

�rm-worker match until Section 1.2.4, where we analyze the extensive margin.

1.1 The setting

Preferences. Workers�utility is separable over consumption and leisure, and linear in

consumption. A member�s disutility from time worked h is given by �g (h) � � h1+'
1+'

; where

1=' is the Frisch intertemporal elasticity of labor supply and � indexes the �distaste� for

work. The term � should be interpreted broadly to encompass any shift in the worker�s

marginal value of time (we return to this shortly). To simplify the exposition below, we

7Chetty (2012) also focuses on the steady-state Hicksian (wealth-constant) elasticity, whereas we estimate
the Frisch (marginal utility of consumption constant) elasticity.
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will treat � as the only source of heterogeneity across workers within a given �rm. The

quantitative model in Section 4 will incorporate a worker-speci�c component of productivity,

and we show how to separately identify these two forces.

For tractability, we make several simplifying assumptions concerning �. To begin, � is

i.i.d. Speci�cally, there is a (�nite) number, M; of types, with the set of types denoted by

X � RM : Assuming a law of large numbers, a share �� 2 (0; 1) of a �rm�s workforce draws
anew some � 2 X in each period; where

P
�2X �� = 1 and

1
M

P
�2X � is normalized to 1:

8 We

argue later that the absence of persistence in � is unlikely to weaken our results regarding

the degree of complementarities. Second, we assume � is unknown to the �rm at the time of

hire but perfectly observed thereafter. Accordingly, �rm and worker can contract (earnings

and working time) on �: This is plausible if the two anticipate a long-term arrangement that

supports the (credible) communication of private information.9

Our assumption of risk neutrality over consumption is a pragmatic choice. As we shall

discuss, decisions regarding time worked and wages hinge, more generally, on the value of �

relative to the marginal value of wealth, or equivalently, the marginal utility of consumption.

As we do not observe consumption, our data do not permit us to separately identify these

two components. Thus, given the structure of our model, the assumption of risk neutrality

sacri�ces little. Nonetheless, we will occasionally rely on the isomorphism between shifts in

� and marginal utility as a convenient way to interpret heterogeneity in the data, even if the

latter are not explicitly modeled.10

Production structure. A �rm�s output is an aggregate over a continuum of jobs,

which are (potentially) complements in the production of a �nal good. Formally, y (i) is

output of job i, and

Y = Z

�Z 1

0

y (i)� di

��=�
; (1)

is �nal output, where Z is a �rm-wide pro�tability shock; � 2 (0; 1) is the returns to scale
at the �rm level; and � 2 (�1; �) determines the elasticity of substitution across jobs,
given by 1= (1� �) : Note that under decreasing returns (� < 1), the limiting case of perfect

8This removes any uncertainty regarding the share of a �rm�s workforce that will draw type �. Arguably,
this means the model applies best to large �rms. Though we use all �rms in our baseline analysis, we look
at the sub-sample of large �rms in Section 3.

9In practice, a �rm likely requires some time to �get to know� its workers, but we suspect our main
message obtains as long as � is partially observable.
10Of course, the introduction of risk aversion would alter some aspects of the model. This is especially

clear with respect to wage setting: risk neutral �rms could gain by o¤ering long-term contracts to risk averse
workers, whereas we will model �exible wage bargains. Interestingly, we argue later (Section 6) that our
model is likely to infer too little complementarities by abstracting from long-term contracts.
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substitutes corresponds to �! �, which makes production additively separable over jobs.

Under certain simplifying assumptions, (1) takes a more tractable form. Assuming output

y (i) of a job i is proportional to total man-hours on that job and supposing that no worker

has a comparative advantage in any one job, one can motivate a simple allocation in which

an equal measure m � 1=M of (non-overlapping) jobs is assigned to each type.11 In that

case, (1) becomes

Y = F (h;n;Z) = Z

 X
�2X

(n�h�)
�

!�=�
; (2)

where n� is the mass of workers of type �; n�h� is total time (�man-hours�) applied to

production by type �; and n � fn�g and h � fh�g are vectors of, respectively, employment
and time worked per worker across types. (The constantm(1��)�=� is subsumed into Z:) Note

that for � < �, time inputs of di¤erent types are q-complements, i.e., the marginal product

of one type is increasing in the input of any other type. This underlies the supermodularity

of the �rm�s problem, a critical feature of the model (as we shall see).

Labor market environment. Last, we turn to the structure of the labor market.

We consider a setting in which labor market frictions mediate the formation of employment

relationships and yield rents to worker-�rmmatches, which will be divided by a wage bargain.

Following Roys (2015), there is a matching friction that operates at an aggregate level, that

is, the pace of job �nding (and, job �lling) is mediated by aggregate conditions. Since

we analyze a �rm�s problem in the aggregate steady state, we do not elaborate further on

matching. There are also employment adjustment costs, which take the form of a per-capita

cost of hiring, �c, and �ring, c: The hiring cost includes the expense of recruiting and training,

whereas the �ring cost can be interpreted as mandated severance. These adjustment costs

along the extensive margin imply that it will be optimal to respond to shocks, to a certain

extent, via changes in time worked of incumbent employees.

1.2 Characterization

1.2.1 Working time

The choice of h� is a static decision problem, and so may be solved before we introduce

the dynamic program of the �rm (Section 1.2.4). The privately e¢ cient choice equates the

marginal disutility of work to the marginal product of an additional unit of time, given a

11Since we do not observe intra-�rm job allocations, we default to this simple �rule of thumb�allocation.
In the online appendix, we solve the assignment problem and contrast the optimal allocation to this rule of
thumb.
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vector of workers n. The FOC for time worked by any worker of type � is given by

�h'� =
@F (h;n;Z)

@h�
� �Z

 X
x2X

(nxhx)
�

!���
�

n��h
��1
� :

Note that, in general, the left hand side would appear as (�=`)h'� ; where ` is the marginal

value of wealth that translates �h'� into units of numeraire. In our estimation, we will identify

variation in the ratio �=` using �uctuations in working time, but, as noted above, we cannot

distinguish � from ` in our data. Thus, we proceed as if ` � 1, but as noted, we will

occasionally appeal to this isomorphism between shifts in � and ` as a way to interpret

heterogeneity in our data.12

Now combining FOCs for types � and �0 6= �, we have

�

�0

�
h�
h�0

�'+1��
=

�
n�
n�0

��
:

Using this to substitute for any h�0 with �
0 6= � in type ��s FOC, we can solve for type-�

working time,

h� = (�Z
 (n))
1

'+1�� �
�
n��1� =�

� 1
'+1�� ; (3)

where 
 (n) �
�P

x2X (n
'
x=x)

�
'+1��

����
�
:13 For any � < �, type ��s working time is increasing

in the mass (nx; x 6= �) of other types and decreasing in own employment (n�). Substituting
(3) into (2), we obtain

Y = F̂ (n;Z) � �
�

'+1��Z
'+1

'+1��

 P
�2X

�
n'� =�

� �
'+1��

!�
�
'+1��
'+1��

; (4)

which expresses revenue after optimization of time worked.

To put (3) in context, we note that Deardor¤ and Sta¤ord (1976) and Chetty et al

(2011), who also study time allocation with heterogeneous workers, assume a common work

schedule across employees. Equation (3) still enables a role for idiosyncratic factors, so we

can accommodate the distribution of working time changes within the �rm that we observe.

12Card (1990) �agged changes in the marginal value of wealth as a source of variation in working time.
13Since we assume a law of large numbers, such that a worker is �small� relative to his cohort of type-�

workers, the marginal product of each worker in the cohort is identical. It follows that each worker of type
� works the same time: h� (i) = h�: This enables us to simplify and arrive at (3).
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1.2.2 Earnings

Earnings are determined according to the Stole and Zwiebel (1996) bargain, which was

generalized by Cahuc, Marque, and Wasmer (2008) to the case of heterogeneous workers.

Cahuc et al (2008) abstracted from the intensive margin and assumed a constant rate of

separations (layo¤s). Our solution relaxes these restrictions.

Taking as given the participation of the remaining n workers, the Stole and Zwiebel

protocol is for the �rm and each employee split the surplus of their match according to

an exogenously given bargaining weight. In other words, the wage is set by splitting the

marginal surplus, awarding a share, � 2 (0; 1), to the worker.14

Proposition 1 formally presents the earnings bargain. Of course, the derivation of (5)

requires a treatment of the �rm�s dynamic employment demand problem underlying the

�rm�s surplus. This problem is introduced shortly. We present Proposition 1 here in order

to proceed more quickly to the implications of the model for earnings and working time.15

Proposition 1 The Stole and Zwiebel bargain is given by

W� (n;Z) = �

"
A
@F̂ (n; Z)

@n�
+ rc

#
+ (1� �) (A�g� (n) + �) ; � 2 X (5)

where A � '+1��
('+1)(1��(1��))�� � 1 and g� (n) �

h�(n)
1+'

1+'
:

The structure of (5) is very intuitive. The bargain is a weighted average of the worker�s

contribution to the �rm and his outside option. The former consists of the worker�s produc-

tivity plus the annuitized �ring cost, rc, which the worker �saves�the �rm by continuing the

match.16 (Here, r is the real interest rate.) The outside option also includes two pieces. One

is the utility, �g (h�), that could be recovered by quitting to non-employment. The other

component, �; is the annuity, or �ow, value of non-employment. The latter consists of �ow

payo¤s from, e.g., unemployment insurance and home production as well as the expected

gains from job search. Note that � is independent of type; consistent with the assumption

14Brügemann, Gautier and Menzio (2015) show that splitting the marginal surplus is the outcome of a
game in which a �rm bargains with each of its workers in sequence, and where the strategic position of each
of the workers is symmetric.
15An analysis of the earnings bargain also requires us to delineate the worker�s surplus from employment.

This aspect of the problem is highly standard, insofar as it mirrors the treatment of risk-neutral workers in
canonical models with matching frictions (Pissarides, 2000). See the appendix for more.
16The worker can use c to negotiate a higher wage because the �rm is subject to the severance cost as

soon as the worker is hired. This is consistent with the labor contract that was most prevalent in Italy in
our sample. See Mortensen and Pissarides (1999) for a discussion of bargaining under severance costs.
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that � is i.i.d., and thus this period�s � does not in�uence the expected future gains from

search.

Interestingly, (5) also shares features with the solutions of collective bargaining games.

For instance, Taschereau-Dumouchel (2015) shows that the Nash bargaining solution between

a �rm and its unionized workforce sets a wage for each worker that has, like (5), components

that re�ect labor productivity and that worker�s outside option. One notable di¤erence with

respect to (5) is that the union-negotiated wage depends only on average, not marginal,

product, so the variance of outside options is the sole source of earnings heterogeneity within

the �rm. But the quantitative importance of this distinction is limited: in our estimated

model (see Section 4.2), the variance of outside options (i.e., A�g� (n) + �) accounts for 70

percent of within-�rm variance in earnings growth. Thus, key aspects of (5) are robust to

alternative bargaining protocols.17

To gain further insight into (5), substitute (3) and (4) into the bargain to write it as

W� (n;Z) = constant� (�Z
 (n))
'+1

'+1�� n
� ('+1)(1��)

'+1��
� ��

�
'+1�� + !; (6)

where constant � �'+(1��)'+1��
'+1

('+1)(1��(1��))�� and ! � �rc + (1� �)�: For any � < �, earnings are

increasing in the employment of other types (via 
 (n)) and decreasing in own employment.

If workers are gross complements (� < 0), earnings are also increasing in �: though a higher

� depresses working time, the rise in the wage rate, which is needed to compensate for the

added disutility, is su¢ cient to increase earnings.

As we discuss below, this sensitivity of earnings to idiosyncratic events (�) is an important

implication of complementarities. Is it a plausible feature of wage setting? Perhaps �rms

and workers in fact set wages to smooth out a portion of these �uctuations. Our empirical

strategy could still be applied in this case (a point to which we return in Section 6), but some

(positive) pass through of � to earnings remains critical to our reading of the data. Note that

the role of � in wage setting does not preclude that substantial variation in earnings re�ects

shifts in �rm and worker productivity. It does, though, point to there being a component of

earnings growth that re�ects the premium for supplying e¤ort when doing so is costly.

17Unlike in (5), the heterogeneity of outside options in Taschereau-Dumouchel re�ects di¤erences in �
across workers, which derive from persistent di¤erences in workers�productivities. In our context, di¤erences
in worker productivities that persist across employers would render the problem much less tractable.
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1.2.3 Implications

A model with complementarities has implications for working time and earnings �uctuations

(i) across workers inside �rms and (ii) across time for the �rm as a whole. To see these,

there is a special case of (3) and (5) that is particularly instructive. Suppose all types are

equally likely, so that �� � � = 1=M for all � 2 X . Also, assume that the �rm, in light of
the costs to hire and �re, chooses to leave �rm-wide employment at its initial level, N�1: In

that case, n� = �N�1 � n for any �: Then (3) simpli�es to

h� =
�
�Z�n��1

� 1
'+1�� � ��

1
'+1�� ; (7)

where � �
�P

x2X x
��

'+1��

����
�
: Equation (7) consists of two components. The �rst, �Z�n��1;

is a �rm-wide component that shapes the marginal product of labor. This depends on �rm

productivity Z as well as �average�preferences (�) ; since the latter in�uence co-workers�

time allocations and, via complementarities, the productivity of an individual cohort (of type

�): The second component depends on �; the idiosyncratic preference.

Using (7), we can show that working time is increasingly detached from one�s own pref-

erence, �, as complementarity increases. To see this most clearly, we consider several special

cases.

� = �! 1: This considers a particularly simple limiting case of the model, in

which production tends toward linear and, thus, one worker�s output is independent of her

colleagues�e¤ort. In this case (7) tends to

h� =

�
Z

�

�1='
: (8)

This reveals a key restriction of this limiting case: (8) says that working time reacts symmet-

rically to �rm-wide and worker-speci�c driving forces. Accordingly, one can infer the Frisch

elasticity using exclusively idiosyncratic variation in �: Turning next to earnings, setting

� = �! 1 in (5) and evaluating @F̂ (n; Z) =@n� yields

W� = �Zh� + (1� �) �g (h�) + !: (9)

The limiting case (8)-(9) would leave a clear imprint on certain moments of the data

that we can measure. To illustrate this, consider the e¤ect of a shift in � on an individual�s

working time and earnings. By focusing on � and abstracting from shifts in Z that are

common to all workers within a �rm, we can measure the response of working time and
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earnings to exclusively idiosyncratic in�uences. Di¤erentiating (8) and (9) with respect to �

implies
@ lnW�=@ ln �

@ lnh�=@ ln �
= 1� (!=W�) < 1: (10)

Re�ecting the elasticity of working time in this special case, equation (10) indicates that the

size of the (log) change in earnings due to idiosyncratic forces is smaller than the size of the

corresponding (log) change in working time. Since this is true for all types �, it suggests

that changes in � across workers yields a distribution of earnings growth within the �rm

that is compressed relative to the distribution of changes in working time.18 In Section 3,

we show that this prediction can be tested, and rejected, using matched employer-employee

data, which allows us to observe the variance of earnings and working time changes inside

�rms.

It is worth noting that one way of expanding the variance of earnings growth within

�rms is by introducing a �demand shock�, such as variation in a worker-speci�c component

of productivity. In contrast to �supply shocks� such as �; this moves both elements of

earnings� working time and the wage rate� in the same direction, amplifying dispersion

in earnings growth.19 However, as we shall see, the data suggest a more limited role for

idiosyncratic productivity shocks. In particular, we �nd that the covariance of individuals�

wage growth (� lnw) and working time changes (� lnh) is negative, echoing earlier results

by Abowd and Card (1989).20

� = � < 1: This special case retains the assumption that workers are perfect sub-

stitutes within the �rm, but introduces decreasing returns at the �rm level. Equation (7)

simpli�es to

h� =
�
�Zn��1=�

� 1
'+1�� : (11)

Under decreasing returns in (11), variation in � is still highly informative about ', though

the returns to scale � also now plays a role. Further, note that Z and � continue to have

symmetric e¤ects on working time.

18The inequality in (10) is weak in the limiting case where � ! 1 and c ! 0, which implies W� = Zh�:
However, we estimate � to be signi�canty less than 1.
19Suppose output is now Z�; where � is the worker-speci�c portion of productivity. The analogue to (10)

for a given change in � is d lnW�

d lnh�
=
�
1� !

W�

�
(1 + ') : If ' is su¢ ciently large, then dlnW� >dlnh�.

20Though we have demonstrated (10) assuming e¢ cient bargaining over working time, the result obtains
under alternative protocols. The online appendix considers two cases: (i) the worker unilaterally chooses her
working time; and (ii) the �rm unilaterally makes the decision (the so-called �right-to-manage�protocol).
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Turning to earnings, we �rst use (7) to substitute for h�, simplifying the bargain to

W� (n;Z) = constant�
�
�Z�n��1

� '+1
'+1�� � �

��
'+1�� + !: (12)

Now setting � = �; noting that � collapses to 1, and using (11), we have the following result:

@W�=@ ln �

@h�=@ ln �
= �

�
1� !

W�

�
< 1:

Echoing the �nding above, the absence of complementarities implies that changes in earnings

due exclusively to idiosyncratic forces are compressed relative to corresponding responses of

working time.

�! �1: Last, we take the limit in the other direction, sending � ! �1. This
implies that workers are perfect complements. Equation (7) then yields

h� =
�
�Zn��1=M

� 1
'+1�� ; (13)

This says that idiosyncratic variation, in the form of �; has no direct e¤ect on a type�s time

worked. Under perfect complementarity, the marginal product of an individual�s additional

time is zero holding �xed the e¤ort of co-workers. Accordingly, the e¢ cient bargain implies

that time worked is invariant to changes in one�s marginal value of time.21

Working time does not respond to �, but earnings do. Applying L�hopital�s rule to (12),

a log point change in � increases earnings by 1� (!=W�) log points, re�ecting the premium

for working when one�s marginal value of time is high. Thus, under perfect complementarity,

shifts in � are accommodated only through changes in earnings.

Summarizing thus far, these �ndings suggest that the distribution of working time changes

within the �rm, which arises due to idiosyncratic driving forces, is compressed by comple-

mentarities (low �) relative to the corresponding distribution of earnings changes. In Section

3, these implications guide our choice of moments that are used to estimate �.

Complementarities also have implications for our understanding of �uctuations in �rm-

wide working time. If complementarities are strong, then (13) shows that ' is not identi�ed

o¤ idiosyncratic variation. Rather, it is revealed by �rm-wide variation. Taking logs and

21Equation (13) makes the even stronger claim that the level of an individual�s working time does not
deviate from the working time of any other employee. But, this is true only under symmetry, n� = �N�1 � n;
which is assumed here to convey the main result� the invariance of h� to �� most simply.
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expectations of each side of (13) and di¤erentiating yields

@E� [lnh�]
@ lnZ

=
1

'+ 1� �; (14)

where E� evaluates the mean over types: Hence, the elasticity of �rm-wide working time
is independent of �, and anchored exclusively by ' and the returns to scale, �. Put an-

other way, the symmetry between Z and � under perfect substitutes in (11) is broken by

complementarities, under which only �rm-wide variation helps identify the Frisch elasticity.

1.2.4 Employment demand

Thus far, we have taken total �rm employment as given. The combination of complementar-

ities and employment adjustment frictions imply, in fact, a nontrivial dynamic labor demand

problem. In this section, we shift gears to study the extensive margin of our model.

At the start of a period, the �rm has a workforce of measure N�1.22 Firm productivity Z

is realized. At this point, the �rm may hire at cost �c per position, which represents the cost

to recruit and train a worker. We assume hires are anonymous, in that the new workers�

types have not been drawn at the point of hire. After hires (if any) are made, the �rm�s

workforce is denoted by N : Then, all N workers draw a type, �, and the �rm and (some

of) its workers may jointly decide to separate at cost c per separation. Let s� denote the

number of separations of type-� workers. These �ows out of and into the �rm satisfy,

s� = max f0; ��N � n�g ; and N =
P

�2X n�; (15)

where n� is the mass of type-� workers retained and N is total employment used in produc-

tion. Wages and time inputs are bargained after separations (if any) are made.

As a preliminary step to analyze the �rm�s problem, we de�ne the present value of a �rm

for a given choice, n �fn�g. To this end, let � (n;Z) stand for pro�t gross of c and �c but
conditional on optimal time worked,

� (n;Z) � F̂ (n;Z)�
P

�W� (n;Z)n�:

Then the present value given n �fn�g ; gross of adjustment costs, is

~� (n;Z) � � (n;Z) + �
Z
�(N;Z 0) dG (Z 0jZ) ;

22The subscript �1 denotes a one-period lag, and a prime 0 denotes next-period values.
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where � 2 (0; 1) is the discount factor, G is the distribution function of productivity and �
is the continuation value.

The dynamic programming problem may now be written as follows. It is instructive to

work backwards, given a N . The �rm�s problem at this stage is to decide separations, and

is characterized by the Bellman equation,

�� (N ; Z) = maxn
n
~� (n;Z)� c

P
�2X s�

o
= maxn

n
~� (n;Z)� c

P
�2X max f0; ��N � n�g

o
;

(16)

where we have used (15). Then, step back and consider the choice of hires, which brings the

workforce up to a level N . Since hires are anonymous, the value of the �rm at this stage is

�(N�1; Z) = max
N

�
� �c �max f0;N �N�1g+�� (N ; Z)

	
: (17)

Note that (16)-(17) allow that a �rm may hire and separate in the same period. For realistic

c and �c; however, this will not happen: if c is sizable, productivity must be low to warrant

any separations, and as a result, no hires will be made.23 In that case, N = N�1 in (16),

since the �rm will not have hired, and the choice of N in (17) directly implies the allocation

of workers across types, n� = ��N , since the �rm will not subsequently separate.

Here, we should also note that the simplicity of (16)-(17) is purchased by the assumption

of i.i.d. types �: This implies we do not have to track individual cohorts over time. As a

result, the only state variables of the problem are �rm-wide objects, N�1 and Z: This feature

is an important source of tractability.

To shed light on the optimal labor demand policy, consider the problem of a �rm that

has workforce N = N�1 (it does not hire): We ask if this �rm should separate from workers

of (arbitrary) type �, taking as given the participation of the remaining types. A separation

is made if the marginal value of labor, evaluated at N�1, is less than the separation cost,

@� (�N�1;Z)

@n�
+ �

Z
�1 (N�1; Z

0) dG (Z 0jZ) < �c; (18)

where � is a M � 1 vector of the shares ��; and the derivative of � is evaluated at the initial
workforce, n � �N�1. The appendix veri�es that � is supermodular in its arguments, which
implies that the marginal value of labor, the left-hand side of (18), is increasing in Z. It

follows that there exists a threshold, �� (N�1) ; such that a type-� worker is separated if (and

23See the appendix and the online appendix for more.
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only if) Z falls below �� (N�1) : The type of worker separated �rst is the type � for which

�� (N�1) is highest.

If Z falls further, the �rm separates from another type, x 6= �: As the �rm does this,

separations from the �rst type � continue. This re�ects that workers are (q-) complements in

production: as the �rm reduces labor input of type x, that further reduces the marginal value

of type �:24 Thus, the optimal policy prescribes that both types are separated in tandem.

This intuition underlies the result given below and proven in the appendix. To state the

proposition, we use the notation �1;. . . ,�j; : : : ; �M to convey that a type �j is the jth type

to be separated.

Proposition 2 There exists a ranking �1; :::; �M and a corresponding sequence of functions�
�
1
(N�1) ; �2 (N�1) ; :::

�
, with the latter listed in decreasing order, such that workers of all

types (�1; :::; �i) are separated if and only if Z < � i (N�1).

This proposition establishes the existence of the thresholds, ��. In certain cases, we

can say more about the exact map from � to ��: For instance, if �� = 1=M for all types,

the low-� workers are the �rst to be separated. Intuitively, high-� workers supply less e¤ort

conditional on participation, and, as a result, their participation is valued all the more if

jobs are complements. If the ��s di¤er across types, complementarities imply that workers

from relatively abundant cohorts (all else equal) will be separated �rst.

Figure 1 illustrates this labor demand policy for a case with three types (M = 3). There

is a range of Zs over which employment of each type is unchanged from its start-of-period

value. This optimal range of inaction arises because of the form of the adjustment costs, �c

and c (Bentolila and Bertola, 1990). To the right of this range, the �rm hires, and each

type�s employment is increased in line with its share in the population. As Z declines to

the left of this range, one type�s employment is reduced, while other types�participation

remains �xed. In this example, the shares �� are the same, so the �rst type to separate is

the lowest �; denoted by �1: As Z falls further, a second type is separated jointly with type

�1; consistent with Proposition 2.

1.3 Discussion of assumptions

A few aspects of our modeling deserve further comment.

Preferences. We have assumed � is i.i.d.. Consider now the implications of a persis-

tent process. This has no direct e¤ect on the working time decision, since the latter is a static
24Di¤erent labor types are q-complements� the marginal value of one type is increasing in the quantity of

the others� for any � < �: Thus, this does not require gross complements, or � < 0:
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choice: As for earnings, the online appendix argues that the bargain has the same form as

(5), but � is now indexed by � to re�ect that a worker�s outside option depends on her type.

Speci�cally, the value of looking for a new job is decreasing in �, re�ecting the lower expected

gains from future employment when the distaste for working is high.25 Since earnings are

otherwise increasing in � (if � < 0), the response of � attenuates the reaction of earnings to

changes in �; and thereby reduces the dispersion of earnings growth within the �rm. This is

key: as we have seen, the dispersion of earnings growth relative to the dispersion of working

time adjustments is revealing of the degree of complementarities. Therefore, if persistence

in � dampens earnings changes, our model would require more complementarities to match

the relative dispersion of earnings growth in the data: In other words, in a model with i.i.d.

�, we obtain a lower bound on the degree of complementarities:26

Production. The revenue function (4) suppresses two dimensions of heterogeneity.

First, it omits individual worker productivity. The online appendix generalizes the model to

include i.i.d. productivity innovations, and the quantitative model of Section 4 incorporates

this source of �uctuations. Second, our focus on the notion that workers �work together�

abstracts from the fact that skilled workers have tended to replace less skilled workers in the

labor force. We see the latter as a longer-run trend that is not the subject of this paper. We

focus on annual �uctuations, and pursue the idea that, at this frequency, workers of all skill

levels likely have to coordinate their e¤ort.

Working time. Our model misses some institutional realities of working time de-

termination in Italy. For instance, unions negotiate limits on overtime. However, union

work rules still permit at least 200 hours of overtime per year (per worker), which amounts

to 25 or more eight-hour days. Also, whereas management often consults with the union

regarding reductions in plant-wide time worked (Giaccone, 2009; Treu, 2007), we are not

aware of attempts to compress changes in time worked within the �rm. Moreover, a quarter

of Italian workers report that they negotiate their time worked bilaterally with their �rm

(Giaccone, 2009).

Earnings. One may suspect that unionization in Italy forecloses any scope for de-

centralized bargains like (5). However, at the industry level, unions negotiate minimum

wages, and in the (relatively rich) Northern region of Veneto, these typically do not bind

25To illustrate this claim, suppose � is permanent. Then the annuity value of, or �ow return to, non-
employment is � = rU , where U represents the present value of non-employment. In a conventional search
and matching setting, U will depend on the expected surplus from working, which is in turn proportional to
the marginal value of labor under surplus sharing. The latter is declining in � : a higher � reduces output
(by lowering h�) and raises the wage bill.
26The persistence of � will also have indirect e¤ects on working time and earnings via its implications for

employment demand.
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(Card et al, 2014).27 Moreover, at the �rm level, union representatives have negotiated

pay-for-performance agreements (Damiani and Ricci, 2014). Consistent with these observa-

tions, Card et al �nd that, in a panel of Veneto �rms, wages are responsive to �uctuations

in �rm value-added. More generally, wage premia in Italy are highly heterogeneous across

�rms (Erickson and Ichino, 1993; Cingano, 2003). In summary, it seems that, at the margin,

bargaining is reasonably decentralized.28

2 Veneto Work History Files

Our data includes a direct measure of working time for all employees of each �rm in the

sample, which is rare in panel datasets. Though it is imperfect, our data likely captures a

substantial amount of annual variation in working time.

2.1 Data description

Our empirical analysis utilizes the Veneto Worker History (VWH) dataset. The VWH is a

matched worker-�rm database that covers the northern Italian region of Veneto for years

1982- 2001.29 For virtually every private-sector employee in Veneto, it records each employer

for which he worked at least one day. Public-sector employees and the self-employed are

excluded. The full sample contains 22.245 million worker-year observations.

The VWH data has a number of features that recommend it for this analysis. Most

importantly, the VWH reports for each worker the number of annual days paid and the

calendar months worked with each of the individual�s employers. It also gives a worker�s

annual earnings, from which we can compute the average daily wage.

Table 1 provides a set of summary statistics for the full sample. On average, workers

work between 23 and 24 days per month (conditional on positive days worked that month).

This re�ects the prevalence of six-day weeks in Veneto in this period. As noted above, the

sixth day, in many cases, represents overtime. The average daily wage is around 120 Euros,

and on average the number of paid months per worker (per year) is 10.

27Wage setting in Northern Italy also appears to be more decentralized than in the South, where written
wage bargains between an individual �rm and its workers�union are rare (Cella and Treu, 2009). Also, real
wages in the North are notably more �exible in respone to aggregate �uctuations (Peng and Siebert, 2008).
28National laws are typically silent on compensation. The exception was the scala mobile, an indexation

scheme that escalated wages with in�ation and was dismantled in 1992. But since this applied uniformly to
workers, it should shift the mean of the distribution of earnings changes without a¤ecting its variance.
29The region of Veneto, in the North-East of Italy, is one of the richest in Italy: its 2001 GDP ranks third

among twenty Italian regions. It has a population of about 5 million, or 8 percent of Italy�s total.
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Table 2 zeroes in on moments of the distribution of annual changes in working days.30

Many workers do not adjust days from one year to the next.31 At the same time, though,

33 percent change working days by more than 10 days. Moreover, conditional on changing

days, the typical size of the change is between 10 and 19, depending on whether some of the

largest adjustments are included.

Since our data measure paid work days, it is important to be precise about paid leaves

of absence. In Italy, workers are typically guaranteed at least four weeks of paid vacation.

If this is taken each year, we di¤erence it out in computing annual changes in working time.

Other forms of leave, such as maternity leave, will show up to some degree in our estimates

of working time changes.32 We repeat our analysis below for a sub-sample with men only in

order to gauge the importance of female entry and exit from paid work.

The data also identify a worker as full- or part-time, and report the type of contract

under which a worker was hired. A permanent contract includes restrictions on individual

dismissals. Beginning in the late 1980s, employers were allowed to hire workers under �xed-

term contracts that could be terminated after two years without penalty. However, part-time

and �xed-term contracts were not used widely over our sample period. On average, 7 percent

of workers were part-time, and 11 percent were employed on a �xed-term contract. In our

baseline analysis, then, we do not break down the workforce along these lines.33

2.2 Measuring working time

Even though the Veneto data stand out for providing any information on working time, the

absence of total working hours is still worrying. The reason is that our measure of earnings is,

implicitly, based on total working hours. This discord between the measurement of working

time and earnings can a¤ect our analysis in two ways.

First, suppose that, in response to �rm-wide events, workers increase both working days

as well as hours per day. In that case, our data understate the variation in the �rm-wide

component of working time. We refer to this as the coordinated response of working time.

30Table 2 pertains to the sample of workers used in our baseline analysis. See Section 3.1 for details.
31Our model will not replicate this degree of inaction (�h = 0). We could introduce adjustment costs on

the intensive margin, which would convert small changes into zeros. But, this comes at considerable expense
in terms of tractability and is unlikely to a¤ect inference of other structural parameters. Alternatively, one
may interpret this inaction as indicative of overhead labor. We discuss the latter issue in Section 6.
32A two-parent household has 16 months of paternity leave. This includes 5 months of leave for the mother

speci�cally, during which Social Security pays 80 percent of her salary. The other 11 months are shared by
the parents (a day of leave by either counts against this allotment). Social Security pays 30 percent of the
parents�salaries for the �rst 6 of these 11 months. The last 5 months are unpaid (Ray, 2008).
33Restrictions on �xed-term contracts were relaxed more substantially by Parliament in 2001. Restrictions

on part-time work were relaxed in 2000. See Tealdi (2011) for more.
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Understating the coordinated variation would be problematic, since we rely on these �rm-

wide �uctuations to identify the intertemporal (Frisch) elasticity of substitution.

The second concern has to do with how working time reacts to idiosyncratic events, �.

This variation underlies the dispersion we see inside a �rm. Our identi�cation strategy will

rely on comparing this within-�rm dispersion in working time adjustments to the dispersion

in earnings growth. This comparison is compromised if workers react to idiosyncratic events

by varying daily hours rather than working days. Since changes in daily hours are not

captured by our measure of working time but are re�ected in earnings growth, our estimates

will exaggerate the compression in working time changes.

There is no direct evidence on how coordinated and idiosyncratic working time variation

are apportioned between days and daily hours in Italy. Still, we can try to gauge how much

total working time variation we are likely missing in our Veneto panel.

To this end, we turn to the Italian Labor Force Survey (LFS). The LFS is administered

quarterly, and is a rotating panel: each household is surveyed for two (consecutive) quarters;

exits the sample for the next two quarters; and re-enters for two more quarters. The LFS

asks about weekly hours and (weekly) days worked. Thus, we can calculate changes in both

hours and days for the half of the LFS sample that is in their third or fourth quarter of

participation. In total, we have 632,786 observations on year-over-year changes in hours and

days worked over the period 1993-2003.34

Our analysis of the LFS suggests that days can account for much of the variation in

total hours. By de�nition, total weekly hours = daily hours � weekly days. The standard

deviation of changes in weekly days is 0.65. Since the typical workday is 8 hours, variation

in days alone implies a standard deviation of changes in weekly hours of 8 � 0:65 = 5:2:

This is about 80 percent of the actual standard deviation of hours changes, which is 6.3. We

obtain similar answers if we use only full-time workers or workers who have been with their

employer for at least a year.

The LFS evidence aligns with the narrative in Giaccone (2009), who reviews working time

arrangements in Italy. He stresses the use of Saturday overtime as a means of varying working

time. Giaccone also reports that 20 percent of the Italian workforce engages in shiftwork,

which can favor the days margin over the daily hours margin as a means of adjustment. To

see why, suppose a �rm�s daily schedule is divided into two 8-hour shifts. If this year is a

�good time�to work, how might a person increase her total hours? If she is on the second

shift, the only way to acquire overtime for herself is to replace an absent worker on the �rst

34We restrict this sample to include only workers who stay with the same employer across the year. This
conforms to our treatment of the Veneto data in the next section. See the discussion there for more.
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shift. Unless she works 16 hours per day, this means an increase in days worked.

Lastly, the online appendix reports on an attempt to gauge (somewhat more directly)

how the coordinated component of time worked, speci�cally, is varied. For this, though, we

must rely on U.S. data from one industry (autos).35 We �nd that employer-wide variation

in annual working days is a very good proxy for variation in annual total working hours.

3 Estimation Strategy

We will estimate the model of Section 1 by the method of simulated moments (MSM): we

stipulate moments, and select values for the parameters such that the model reproduces the

observed moments. One advantage of MSM in our application is its relatively minimal data

requirements. To illustrate, recall (from (14)) that one could recover the Frisch elasticity,

1='; from a projection of (log) �rm-wide time worked on lnZ (modulo the returns to scale,

�). Unfortunately, our dataset does not report �rm TFP or revenue per worker, the most

obvious proxies for Z. But our data does include other variables, such as employment, whose

volatility is informative about the variance of Z. If we can infer the latter, (14) suggests

that the variance of �rm-wide working time then provides substantial identifying information

about '. MSM enables us to harness this information.

3.1 Empirical moments

There are two broad themes that guide the choice of moments used in estimation. First,

following on the reasoning set forth in Section 1, we want to distinguish �rm-wide from the

idiosyncratic (worker-speci�c) components of working time and earnings. Using our matched

employer-employee data, we can do this using simple least squares regressions.

Second, our moments relate to changes in working time and earnings, rather than to their

levels. To see why, suppose there are �xed di¤erences in productivity across workers. This

would support a non-degenerate distribution in time worked even under perfect complements,

since time worked would be set to equate e¢ ciency units across employees. Yet workers�

time inputs would adjust by the same amount, so the distribution of changes in time worked

conveys more clearly the extent of complementarities.

35This uses plant-level data on hours and days worked from Bresnahan and Ramey (1994) and Ramey and
Vine (2006).
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3.1.1 Earnings & working time

We begin by developing the moments summarizing earnings and working time changes.

Regression framework. Our empirical analysis centers around a simple regression

model designed to distinguish variation across workers within a �rm from �rm-wide move-

ments in working time. Letting � lnhijt denote the log change in days worked for employee

i in �rm j in year t; we estimate

� lnhijt = �
0
ijt�h + �

h
jt + �

h
ijt; (19)

where �ijt collects the (time-varying) worker characteristics in our data, �h is a conformable

vector of coe¢ cients, and �hjt is a �rm-year e¤ect. Equation (19) is applied to a sub-sample

of workers who stay at a �rm for consecutive years t�1 and t (see below for more on sample
selection): The elements of �ijt consist of a cubic in the worker�s tenure (measured as of t�1)
and the change in broad occupation (between t� 1 and t).36 These controls help purge the
data of observable persistent heterogeneity in work schedules. The variation then captured

in �hjt and �
h
ijt is what is used to estimate the structural model.

The �rm-year e¤ect, �hjt, in (19) measures the log change in �rm j�s working time relative

to the average log change among �rms in year t. We interpret �hjt as re�ective of shocks to

labor demand at the �rm level. Accordingly, the variance of �hjt is our measure of �uctuations

in �rm-wide working time. Recalling (14), which links �rm-wide changes in working time to

', the moment, var
�
�hjt
�
; will be highly informative as to the value of the Frisch elasticity.

It follows that the residual in (19) isolates variation across workers within a �rm. We pool

the estimated �hs and calculate var
�
�hijt
�
, which we interpret as the variance of idiosyncratic

(worker-speci�c) working time changes: Furthermore, we can repeat this exercise by replacing

� lnh in (19) with the log change in earnings,

� lnWijt = �
0
ijt�w + �

W
jt + �

W
ijt: (20)

The moment, var
�
�Wijt
�
=var

�
�hijt
�
; compares the variances of earnings and working time

changes within the �rm. From our model�s perspective, a high degree of complementarities

means that idiosyncratic variation in preferences (or productivity) re�ected in var
�
�Wijt
�
is not

passed through to var
�
�hijt
�
: Accordingly, the ratio of these two communicates the extent to

36Initial tenure helps control for the possibility that more tenured workers have less variable work schedules.
As for occupation, we measure four broad categories. Blue-collar workers make up 65 percent of the sample;
�clerks�, or white-collar non-managerial workers, make up 31 percent; managers comprise about 1 percent;
and apprentices, or interns, make up 3 percent.
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which working time adjustments are compressed by complementarities, and, thus, provides

critical identifying information for �.

Sample selection. To estimate (19)-(20), we use a sample of workers attached to a

�rm for consecutive years. By con�ning the sample to stayers, we isolate intensive-margin

adjustments, i.e., changes in working time conditional on sustaining the employment relation-

ship across years. We will then map the variance of these adjustments to their counterparts

in our structural model (see Section 3.2 below).

More exactly, our baseline sample includes workers in the year-t cross section only if

they are paid for at least one day in all months of the �rst (calendar) quarter of year t� 1
and in all months of the last quarter of year t: This restriction yields 11.8 million annual

observations. We then remove workers employed at �rms with only one employee; it would

be awkward to discuss complementarities with these �rms in the sample. Though such �rms

make up a substantial share of the population of �rms, the number of workers involved is

small; we still have well over 11 million observations.

We refer to the workers in our baseline sample as 2-year stayers. They appear to have

relatively strong attachments to their �rms insofar their annual absences from their employers

are not re-current. For instance, among workers who are not paid for a full month or more

in year t� 1, most are paid for at least one day in every month of the next year.
A few more remarks on our sample selection are warranted. First, the restriction to

2-year stayers reduces the sample by about half. This seems consistent with data on worker

�ows in Italy. Contini et al (2009) estimates that in relatively large Italian �rms (with at

least 20 workers), 36 percent of a �rm�s workforce exits over two years.37 Since turnover is

lower at larger �rms (Idson, 1993), we are not surprised we drop about half of the sample.

Second, whereas we require a stayer to begin year t�1 and end year t with the same �rm,
one could instead set a criterion based on the number of months of employment in adjacent

years (regardless of where in a year those months lie). To this end, we have recomputed the

moments under a de�nition of a stayer as one who draws pay for (any) nine months in each

year t� 1 and t: The results� and in particular, the ratio of the variances� are quite similar
to those in our baseline (results available on request).

Third, one could alternatively consider a tighter de�nition of stayers, which requires

more consistent participation at the �rm. To this end, we also present results below for an

alternative sample, which we refer to as the 12/12 stayers. These workers are paid for at

37Contini et al estimate that over a typical 12 month period in the 1990s, the gross separation rate was
about 20 percent. Therefore, among a cohort of workers at the start of year t�1, 1� (1� 0:2)2 = 36 percent
exit by the end of year t:
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least one day in every month over years t� 1 and t:
Last, our use of stayers may raise concerns about selection bias. We suspect such bias is

negligible vis a vis our parameters of interest, but return to this below (Section 6).

Estimates. Table 3 summarizes several key moments of the data. The �rst three

rows pertain to within-�rm (idiosyncratic) variation. Speci�cally, the �rst row reports

var
�
�Wijt
�
; the second shows var

�
�hijt
�
; and the third gives the ratio of the two. In our sample

of 2-year stayers, this ratio is 2.247� idiosyncratic earnings growth is more than twice as

volatile as idiosyncratic working time changes. The next three rows report the counterparts

to these moments at the �rm level, namely var
�
�Wjt
�
, var

�
�hjt
�
, and the ratio of the two.

We call attention to the value of var
�
�hjt
�
in particular (for 2-year stayers). This variation

represents 1.5-2 days per month for the typical worker.38

Comparing estimates in Table 3 across 2-year and 12/12 stayers reveals clear, but in-

tuitive, di¤erences. For instance, idiosyncratic working-time �uctuations, as captured by

var
�
�hijt
�
; are larger among the 2-year stayers, which is not surprising: they include em-

ployees who can experience longer non-working spells in years t � 1 or t. Some of this
variation in working time �uctuations is also likely re�ected in the greater variance of earn-

ings changes. The �rm-wide moments are more similar. Finally, we stress that, using either

sample, var
�
�Wijt
�
substantially exceeds var

�
�hijt
�
:

Table 4 reports on sensitivity analysis with respect to the moment, var
�
�Wijt
�
=var

�
�hijt
�
;

which is especially critical to our strategy. We highlight several results. First, this ratio

is typically 2 or higher. Second, the ratio is higher at larger �rms. This may re�ect that

union-bargained minimum wages are less likely to bind there, giving them greater leeway to

conduct �rm-level negotiations (Guiso, Pistaferri, and Schivardi 2005). Third, since women

are more likely to take longer absences for family reasons, our baseline result may mask

di¤erent patterns by gender. But if we restrict attention to men, the ratio for 2-year stayers

is not much di¤erent.39 Fourth, private �rms in sectors, such as health and education, that

are dominated by public enterprises may face unique environments, but their behavior is not

too di¤erent from the full sample.

Last, the ratio (for 2-year stayers in particular) does not di¤er much across some of

the largest industries in our sample. This suggests that, though the aggregation of e¤orts

by workers in a services �rm may be harder to observe than complementarities on, say,

an assembly line, the output of the �rm may rely just as critically on the combination of

38The table indicates that a one standard deviation increase in log days is var
�
�hjt

�1=2
= 0:078: Since the

typical worker puts in about 23 days per month (Table 1), a 7.8 log point increase represents 1.8 days.
39To estimate var

�
�Wijt
�
=var

�
�hijt
�
here, we use all �rms but pool �Wijt and �

h
ijt across only male workers.
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individuals�e¤orts.

3.1.2 Additional moments

The list of all seven moments that we use in estimation is given in Table 5. The �rst four refer

to results just described. We now summarize the �nal three, and discuss their information

content for the structural parameters.

First, we project � lnhijt on the log change in the daily wage, which is calculated by

dividing annual earnings (Wijt) by annual working days (hijt). The estimated coe¢ cient

is �0:169: Note here that we use observed working time and wages, rather than isolating
the idiosyncratic or �rm-wide component. We have veri�ed that our estimate re�ects largely

variation within the �rm: we uncover virtually the same estimate when using the idiosyncratic

portion of working time and the daily wage. However, using the �raw�data aids in comparing

our result to earlier �ndings, which documented a negative comovement of working time

(hours in their case) and the (hourly) wage using household survey data. Estimates in

Abowd and Card (1989) for instance imply a coe¢ cient of �0:3: Though these earlier results
have sometimes been attributed to division bias (Borjas, 1980; Hercowitz, 2009), we are less

concerned about measurement error in our administrative data.40

The �nal two moments refer to employment. The �rst is the standard deviation of em-

ployment growth across �rms. This is calculated from the employment-weighted distribution

of employment growth, so that it is representative of the employment volatility faced by a

typical worker. The �nal moment is mean �rm size, exclusive of single employer �rms.

3.2 Identi�cation

Seven parameters are estimated. They include: �, which governs the elasticity of substi-

tution across jobs, 1= (1� �) ; the Frisch elasticity, 1='; worker bargaining power, �; the
worker�s outside option, �; and the variance of preferences, �2� : Also, as previewed above,

our quantitative model includes a worker-speci�c component of productivity, denoted by �

with variance �2�. (See the online appendix for a statement of the �rm�s problem that incor-

porates �:) Lastly, we recover the variance, �2Z ; of innovations to �rm-wide productivity, Z:

The moments we aim to reproduce are derived from the sample of 2-year stayers (Table 5).

We now o¤er some intuition for how our moments identify the parameters. The extent

of complementarities in�uences the dispersion of working time changes within the �rm rel-

40Of course, one distinction between these earlier studies and ours is that we do not observe the hourly
wage, but rather daily earnings. We discuss this concern at length in Section 6.
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ative to the dispersion in earnings changes (inside the �rm). Hence, � maps most clearly

to var
�
�Wijt
��
var
�
�hijt
�
: Second, worker bargaining power, �; helps mediate the reaction of

earnings to changes in working time. It thus in�uences the relative variances of these objects.

Since � bears most directly on var
�
�Wijt
��
var
�
�hijt
�
, bargaining power � is �needed�especially

to target var
�
�Wjt
�
=var

�
�hjt
�
:

Next, the variances of idiosyncratic preference (�) and productivity (�) are informed in

particular by two moments. The size of preference (supply) shocks relative to productiv-

ity (demand) shocks in�uences the comovement of working time and the wage, as re�ected

through the regression of the former on the latter. Negative comovement suggests, for in-

stance, the prominence of �supply-side�idiosyncratic variation (i.e., �), which drives working

time and wages in opposite directions. In addition, the size of idiosyncratic (worker-speci�c)

movements in working time, as re�ected in var
�
�hijt
�
; o¤ers further information about the

variances of these idiosyncratic shocks:

The �nal three parameters are '; �Z ; and �:As foreshadowed by (14), the Frisch elasticity,

1=', in�uences the amplitude of working time �uctuations at the �rm level, conditional on

the size of �rm-wide shocks, Z. This helps target var
�
�hjt
�
: The variance of these latter

shocks are, in turn, greatly informed by the dispersion in employment growth across �rms,

� lnN: Lastly, the outside option, �; is a critical determinant of the incentive to form new

matches: if � is large, the rents from the match are small, and so fewer hires are made. This

indicates that the average size of �rms, E [N ], will help pin down �:

4 Model Estimation

4.1 Preliminaries

To begin, we pre-set values of several parameters. We begin with the �rm productivity

process. Since we lack revenue data, we are inclined to parameterize this based on results

in the �rm dynamics literature. However, these choices have important implications for

variables in our dataset whose moments we wish to replicate. Our strategy, then, is to �split

the di¤erence�and preset some parameters and estimate others. Speci�cally, we assume �rm

productivity, Z; follows a geometric AR(1),

lnZ =  lnZ�1 + "
Z ; with "Z � N

�
0; �2Z

�
;
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and �x  = 0:8 based on plant-level estimates of total factor productivity (TFP).41 But, we

treat the standard deviation, �Z ; as a parameter to be estimated, as discussed below.

Next, we set values for four other parameters for which there is credible external informa-

tion. Our choice of the severance cost, c, amounts to 7 months of earnings. This represents

an attempt to synthesize multiple separation costs in Italy (see the online appendix for cal-

culations). We set the hiring cost, �c, at 5 percent of annual earnings, based on the range

of measurements in the literature.42 Third, we �x � = 0:667; which, as we discuss below,

is consistent with labor�s share in Italy as well as structural estimates o¤ plant-level data

(Cooper, Haltiwanger, and Willis, 2015). Lastly, we set the discount factor � = 0:941, which

is consistent with the average annual real rate of interest in Italy over our sample.43

One �nal set of parameters pertains to the number of preference types, �; and idiosyn-

cratic productivities, �, as well as the distribution of each. It seems heroic to try to identify

the shape of the distribution of � or � given our data. Thus, we have simply assumed that

each is uniformly distributed. Next, we use M = 3 preferences (�) and 3 productivities

(�) : This yields 9 pairs of (�; �) within the �rm, where each cohort is equally represented

(i.e., ��;� = 1=9 for each (�; �)). This choice is in�uenced by computational constraints.44

However, our parameter estimates should not be too sensitive to the precise number of pairs

given the variances of � and �. The variance of a type (i.e., �) can be replicated by any

M > 1 and (partly) anchors the variances of earnings and working time changes within the

�rm.

4.2 Main results

Table 5 summarizes our results. The top panel lists the empirical and model-generated

moments. The model replicates the moments nearly exactly. This goodness of �t should

arguably be demanded from a just-identi�ed model, but it is, still, the �rst test to be passed,

and the model does so. The bottom panel lists MSM estimates of the structural parameters.

Frisch elasticity. Our estimate of a Frisch elasticity (1=') of 0.536 is higher than

in the seminal life-cycle analyses of MaCurdy (1981) and Altonji (1986). However, it is

41We draw from Foster et al (2008). We do not know of plant-level estimates for Italy.
42Our choice is the average of estimates derived from (i) two U.S. surveys of employers reported, respec-

tively, in Barron et al (1997) and Hall and Milgrom (2008); and (ii) a survey of French �rms described in
Abowd and Kramarz (2003). The value of �c is the sum of recruiting and training costs, though only Abowd
and Kramarz (2003) o¤er evidence on the latter.
43The real interest rate is interpreted as r = (1� �) =� �= 1� �:
44Computational time can rise considerably with the number of pairs. We evaluate every pair�s labor

demand FOC to �nd the �rst one to be separated. Conditional on the solution for this pair, we re-evaluate
the FOCs for all other pairs to �nd the next one to be separated; and so on.
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somewhat lower than in Pistaferri (2003), who �nds an elasticity of 0.7. Pistaferri also

estimates a life-cycle model, but implements a novel identi�cation strategy: he recovers the

Frisch elasticity as the response of total hours (in year t) to the survey respondent�s expected

wage growth (between years t� 1 and t).
From the perspective of our model, the interpretation of Pistaferri�s results hinges on

whether �rm-wide or worker-speci�c (idiosyncratic) variation is more persistent. To see this,

we can write the expected future earnings bargain by combining the solution for working

time (3) with (6) to yield

E [W 0] = constant � E
�
�0h01+'

�
+ !;

where a prime 0 denotes the next period value: Note that an individual�s future working

time h0 depends on her draw of �0; the �rm�s productivity, Z 0; and the size of the �rm as

summarized by n0 �
�
n0�
	
: Therefore, if the idiosyncratic element �0 is su¢ ciently transitory

(in our model, it is i.i.d.) and if �rm productivity is su¢ ciently persistent, then E [W 0] will

largely re�ect the �rm-wide component. In that case, Pistaferri�s identifying variation would

be puri�ed of idiosyncratic in�uences; his estimate would re�ect, like ours, the response of

working time to �rm-wide variation.

Elasticity of substitution. Our estimate of � = �1:907 implies an elasticity of
substitution across jobs within the �rm of (1� �)�1 �= 0:344: To convey the meaning of

this result in more concrete terms, we can compute the reaction of working time to a (one

log point) change in an individual�s preference �, holding �xed employment of each type.

If workers were perfect substitutes (see Section 1.2.3), this would coincide with the Frisch

elasticity, 1=' = 0:536: Our estimate of � instead implies a response, using (3), equal to

('+ 1� �)�1 �= 0:209: Thus, a worker�s reaction to idiosyncratic events is attenuated by

about 60 percent relative to the perfect-substitutes case.

Worker bargaining power. We estimate that � = 0:452. This is not too di¤erent

than Roys�(2014) estimate of 0.52, though we bring very di¤erent identifying information

to bear on �. Roys estimates a model of dynamic labor demand that includes a Stole and

Zwiebel bargain. His French �rm-level panel lacks data on working time but includes sales,

which enables him to use the comovement of wages and output to infer �. On the other hand,

our estimate of � implies that earnings are more responsive to average product than found

in Guiso, Pistaferri, and Schivardi (2005). Interestingly, as we discuss below, our estimate

of � declines if we re-parameterize the process of Z to induce a persistence in revenue that

is comparable to that measured by Guiso et al.
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Flow outside option. To interpret our estimate of � = 0:196, suppose the annuity,

or �ow, value of non-employment satis�es � = b+ f � �E [worker�s surplus] :45 Here, b is non-
employment income; f is the transition probability into employment; and �worker�s surplus�

refers to the present value surplus from a future job.46 Since workers receive a share � of the

total match surplus, it follows that

� = b+ f
�

1� � � �E [�rm�s surplus] :

The �rm�s surplus from a type-� worker can be computed from the estimated model. Using

this, an annual transition probability, f; of 40 percent (Elsby et al, 2013), and our estimates

of � and �; we can solve for the implied value of b. Dividing this by average earnings (in the

model) yields a replacement rate of 49 percent. This compares to a replacement rate in the

�rst year of an unemployment spell in Italy of 58 percent. Since this is not a moment of the

data we target, we are encouraged by the model�s performance along this dimension.47

Shocks. Our estimate of �Z implies a standard deviation of the log change in �rm

productivity (i.e., var (� lnZ)) of 0:198. This is remarkably similar to estimates implied

by plant-level TFP in European economies (see �France�and �Spain�in Table 2 of Asker,

Collard-Wexler, and De Loecker, 2014). As for idiosyncratic heterogeneity, we �nd that it

is slightly more substantial than �rm-level dispersion: the unconditional standard deviation

of �rm productivity
�
i.e.,

p
var (lnZ)

�
is 0:315; and the standard deviation of the sum of

idiosyncratic disturbances is
p
0:2922 + 0:2192 �= 0:365:

5 Implications for empirical research

We have found evidence of production complementarities within a �rm. This implies that

the labor supply response to idiosyncratic variation can yield a downwardly biased esti-

mate of a worker�s willingness to substitute e¤ort intertemporally. We illustrate this point

quantitatively in this section.

We carry out a randomized control trial within the estimated model. A fraction of a �rm�s

workforce is �treated�with a higher distaste, �, for work. We then compute the change in

45Again, this is a standard formulation in matching models. Note, though, that we do not need to impose
this in order to estimate our structural model.
46To be more exact, let U denote the asset value of non-employment after receipt of the severance, c. Then

the annuity is r (c+ U) � rc+�: However, since rc is small, the latter is dominated by � � rU :
47Bene�ts in Italy are o¤ered beyond the �rst year to older workers, but at a reduced rate. Thus, 58 percent

overstates the replacement rate among completed spells. See the online appendix for our calculations.
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working time of the treated group, and compare this to the outcome if the full workforce

were treated.

As noted in Section 1, a shift in � is, in general, isomorphic to reducing the marginal

value of wealth, `. Even though our use of risk neutrality �shuts down�such �uctuations

in the marginal value of wealth in our model, we can still use this general isomorphism as a

tool for calibration. Speci�cally, we can use canonical consumer theory, and (non-unitary)

estimates of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution, to map from a change in ` to a

change in � in order to derive an empirically relevant �treatment�.

To proceed, suppose a lump-sum transfer is made. The magnitude of the transfer is set

equal to the size of a typical grant in the U.S. Negative Income Tax (NIT) experiments,

referenced in the Introduction. This implies a transfer of 37 percent of a participant�s initial

(pre-NIT) earnings.48 We assume a marginal propensity to consume out of transitory income

of 1=3 (Johnson et al, 2006).49 We can then map from the change in consumption to the

change in `; assuming utility is separable in consumption, C, and leisure. In this case,

optimality implies � lnC = � (1=�)� ln `; where the own-price elasticity, 1=�, is set to 1/2
(Hall, 2009). This yields � ln ` �= �0:25, which, in our setting, is equivalent to increasing
the distaste, �, for working by 25 percent.

Within our model, we now �treat�one of the 9 (�; �) cohorts in the �rm. The treatment

merely scales up the workers�disamenity, �. The model implies that these employees reduce

their time worked by 5.3 percent. If we viewed this reaction through the lens of a model with

no complementarities (see Section 1.2.3), we would infer a Frisch elasticity of 0:053=0:25 =

0:212: This is less than half the size of the Frisch elasticity that we estimate.

This e¤ect can be contrasted to the change in working time when all workers receive

the treatment. To illustrate, �rst suppose that the designer of the randomized trial can

hold employment �xed. In that case, using (3), we can compute the treatment e¤ect as
1

'+1�� �� ln � =11.4 percent: Thus, the reduction of working time is larger by more than a
factor of 2. More realistically, though, if �rms can adjust on both margins of labor demand,

this will take some of the burden o¤ adjusting working time. Allowing for employment

adjustments, mean working time declines by 7.8 percent. Though smaller, this is 50 percent

48In a typical NIT trial, enrollment was restricted to families with income below a threshold, ŷ. A
�treated�household received a lump-sum bene�t, or guarantee, but a share, %, of this was reduced for each
$1 in earnings. To compute our transfer, we take the average NIT guarantee and apply a % of 50 percent
(used in most trials) based on an income of ŷ=2, the midpoint of the eligible range: Unlike in the NIT, though,
this transfer is not adjusted according to % based on subsequent changes in earnings. Our calculations of
the guarantee and ŷ are participation-weighted averages across NIT trials (see Burtless (1987)).
49Carroll (2001) shows that a marginal propensity to consume of 1/3 can be understood without resort to

liquidity constraints. Therefore, we assume the worker is �on�his �rst order condition.
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higher than what we �nd if only one cohort were treated.50

To put these results in context, we can consider the average e¤ect of the NIT on (men�s)

annual hours, though the comparison is complicated. Burtless (1987) reports an average

e¤ect of 7 percent, but these changes appear to have re�ected longer job search spells more

so than reduced working time conditional on working (Mo¢ t, 1981; Robins and West, 1983).

Thus, the intensive-margin response was likely appreciably lower than 7 percent, arguably

more in line with our model�s predictions.51

6 Robustness

This section probes the robustness of our results in three respects. First, we take up a

few speci�c concerns about our identi�cation of complementarities. Second, we investigate

the sensitivity of our results to alternative pre-set parameters and sub-samples. Third, we

confront the model with certain moments not used in estimation.

6.1 On the inference of complementarities

We noted that our use of stayers raises a question of selection bias. In response, we stress

that we run the same regressions with stayers on model-generated data. If the model is

correctly speci�ed, our estimates of the structural parameters are consistent (Smith, 1993).

Thus, any concern about selection bias has to do with model mis-speci�cation.

To illustrate, suppose there is heterogeneity in complementarities across jobs within the

�rm� a feature we do not model. In particular, imagine a worker�s separation from a �rm is

indicative of an absence of complementarity between his job and others. Then, our sample

of stayers will consist of the most complementary jobs; this will confound the inference of �:

Perhaps an argument in favor of this hypothesis is that a �rm competes more aggressively to

retain workers in complementary jobs. But, by this logic, a similar �rm that seeks to �poach�

such a worker to �ll a vacancy should also compete aggressively.52 This latter consideration

50In the absence of employment adjustment costs, one might imagine that �rms would learn how to identify
job applicants who did not receive the treatment and hire the latter (who want to work relatively more)
to replace their workers who were treated (and who want to work relatively less). But in the presence of
adjustment frictions, the marginal surplus vis a vis treated workers can still be positive.
51Our model also has implications for the response of earnings to a NIT-like treatment. However, this

comparison of model and data is especially hard, because job searchers may have accepted lower-wage jobs
due to the bene�t reduction rate (see footnote 48). This will mask earnings dynamics of incumbent workers
in the data (Robins and West, 1983).
52This assumes the worker will perform a similar job in the new �rm, and that the new �rm�s production

structure is broadly comparable to the worker�s present employer.
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suggests that separations (where a �rm poaches a worker) may correspond to jobs with a

high degree of complementary. A priori, then, we do not see a strong argument for why a

separation would systematically reveal the complementarity of the job.

Another concern stems from our lack of data on total hours, which can compromise our

use of certain moments. Consider the regression of days worked on daily earnings. This

moment is critical to our strategy: the negative comovement limits the scope for worker-

speci�c productivity shocks alone to reproduce the moment, var
�
�Wijt
��
var
�
�hijt
�
, and so

points to a role for complementarities. But, daily earnings con�ates movements in daily

hours and hourly wages. Therefore, our estimate could re�ect the negative comovement of

days and daily hours, rather than the comovement of time worked and the wage per unit

time. It would then be inappropriate to map the latter to its counterpart in the model.

We address this concern as follows. The least-squares coe¢ cient from a regression of the

log change in days worked on the log change in daily earnings can be decomposed as

�0:169 = Covar (� ln daily hours, � ln days)
V ar (� ln daily earnings)

+
Covar (� ln hourly wage, � ln days)

V ar (� ln daily earnings)
:

(21)

The Italian Labor Force Survey (LFS) includes data on daily hours and days. We can use

this to �ll in an estimate for the numerator in the �rst term in (21).53 Using the variance

of the log change in daily earnings in our Veneto data, we can then calculate the �rst term,

which summarizes the role of daily hours in driving the comovement of daily earnings and

days. We estimate this term to lie between �0:045 and �0:10.54 Taking the midpoint of
these and comparing to the estimate of �0:169, it seems that shifts in hourly wages do drive
the majority of the comovement we are capturing in the Veneto data.

One �nal factor that might confound our inference of complementarities is the presence of

overhead labor. Since the latter does not vary its days (by much), it serves to compress the

distribution of days worked movements, from which our model infers that there are comple-

mentarities. The concern is that this inference masks a �exible production structure among

non-overhead labor. To assess this concern, we drop workers who report 52 weeks of paid

work in adjacent years and re-estimate (19) and (20) to recover the idiosyncratic components,

�Wijt and �
h
ijt. This is very generous to the notion of overhead labor, as it drops any worker

who participates full time in consecutive years. As anticipated, the amount of compression

in the distribution of days worked movements is diminished. And yet, var
�
�Wijt
��
var
�
�hijt
�
is

53We use observations in the LFS for Veneto residents, but results hardly change if we use the full sample.
54The result depends on whether we use, respectively, usual daily hours or average daily hours in the

reference week. One can argue for usual hours if �usual� is interpreted as average hours that year. This is
in fact the concept that maps to the annual Veneto data.
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1.59� well above 1, which poses a challenge to models that neglect complementarities.

6.2 Sensitivity analysis

We have explored the robustness of our results along a variety of dimensions. We condition

our estimation on a higher severance, c; a lower persistence of productivity, ; and higher

returns to scale, �. In a �nal exercise, we re-estimate the model over a certain sub-sample.

The results are reported in Table 6. Taken together, they point to a Frisch elasticity between

0:283 and 0:641, and an elasticity of substitution between 0:232 and 0:460:55

We now discuss these sensitivity analyses in detail. First, a higher severance cost and

less persistent productivity push many parameters in the same direction. A severance of

one year of earnings compresses changes in employment, and larger �rm-wide shocks are

required to regenerate the variance of � lnN . Less persistent productivity also induces

smaller adjustments in labor demand: if employment changes are costly to reverse, �rms

attenuate responses to transitory shocks. As a result, when we lower  to 0:32; which enables

the model to replicate the persistence of value-added in Guiso et al�s (2005) Italian �rm-level

data, �Z rises to recreate the variance of � lnN:56 Larger �rm-wide shocks, in turn, require

a smaller Frisch elasticity and a lower bargaining power � to restrain movements in working

time and earnings. For  = 0:32; � falls to 0:231; which reduces the elasticity of earnings

to average product to 0:37 (from 0:596 in our baseline). Even here, though, we �nd more

responsive earnings than in Guiso et al (2005), who recover an elasticity closer to 0:1:57

Many parameters react in the opposite manner when � is raised. To arrive at our choice

of � = 0:824, we reinterpret (1) as the reduced form of a monopolistically competitive �rm�s

revenue function where � re�ects both returns to scale and the product demand elasticity,

& (Cooper et al, 2015). The increase from our baseline of � = 0:667 to � = 0:824 can then

be shown to correspond to a doubling of &; from a benchmark of & = 4 (Nakamura and

Steinsson, 2008) to & = 8.58 This makes labor demand more elastic, which translates into a

wider distribution of employment growth: Therefore, �Z is lowered to match the variance of

55We do not report the model-implied moments; these match the data almost exactly.
56Guiso et al�s projection of log revenue on its lag yields a coe¢ cient of 0.477. This is what we target.
57This is not quite comparable to our result, since Guiso et al estimate the response of earnings to a

permanent increase in value-added.
58Suppose a �xed measure, s, of jobs in a �rm is done by labor, and the remainder by capital. Let N ��R s
0
y (i)

�
di
�1=�

represent the aggregation of jobs done by labor, and assume N and K �
�R 1

s
y (i)

�
di
�1=�

are

joined to make output, Y = ZN~�K1�~�: If product demand is Y = P�& and if K is chosen optimally, Cooper
et al show that the elasticity of revenue with respect to N is � � &�1

&+(1�~�)=~� ; which is the parameter that
appears in (1). Here, ~� is comparable to labor�s share (though somewhat lower, because of bargaining). We
recover our baseline choice of � = 2=3 if we set ~� = 2=3; in line with OECD data, and & = 4.
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� lnN . Working time changes appear larger in light of smaller shocks, so the Frisch elasticity

must be raised: 1=' is now 0.641.

Lastly, we re-estimate the model over the sub-sample, 1994-2001. This covers a period

since the Italian government signed the Tripartite Agreement with employer and worker

organizations, which encouraged �rm-level bargaining. Consistent with a push toward de-

centralizing wage setting, Table 6 shows that the variance of earnings growth both within the

�rm and at the �rm level is more volatile than in the full sample. Other changes, relative to

the full sample, include somewhat smaller �uctuations in working time, and �less negative�

comovement of working time and daily earnings.

These changes in the moments map intuitively to changes in structural parameters. First,

the larger variance of earnings growth at the �rm level drives � up to 0:569, and the smaller

variance of �rm-wide working time changes drives down the Frisch elasticity, 1=', to 0:352:

The increase in � also expands the variance of earnings growth within the �rm, because it

implies a higher pass through of the idiosyncratic component of marginal product. To o¤set

this e¤ect on var
�
�Wijt
�
=var

�
�hijt
�
; 1= (1� �) must rise to 0:46:59 Thus, our model infers that

production processes became, in this sense, more �exible in this period (though this was not

an explicit aim of the Agreement). Last, the increase in the comovement of working time

and wages requires larger idiosyncratic productivity shocks.

6.3 Further tests

We close this section by discussing a few �overidentifying tests,�which confront the model

with moments not used in estimation.

First, recall that the model�s wage is �exible in the sense that it does not smooth variation

owing to idiosyncratic events (�; �). This means that, in a statistical (regression) sense,

working time in the model can be accounted for by �rm productivity (i.e., �rm-year e¤ects)

and wage rates, which summarize the remaining variation coming from idiosyncratic forces.

This prediction is challenged by evidence in Card (1990, 1994), which shows that wage

rates add little explanatory power in working time regressions. This suggests that �rms

can indeed smooth out some of the idiosyncratic variation.60 But note that this source of

compression in within-�rm earnings growth (relative to working time �uctuations) in the

59Interestingly, we estimate a lower degree of complementarity even though var
�
�Wijt
�
=var

�
�hijt
�
is higher.

Thus, despite the intuitive mapping between the latter moment and �, one must still take into account the
implications of changes in other parameters, such as �, for var

�
�Wijt
�
=var

�
�hijt
�
:

60Firms can forego increasing earnings when � is high if they can commit to not reducing earnings when
� is low. In the interest of tractability, our bargaining protocol rules out commitment.
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data will be mistakenly attributed by our model to (a lack of) complementarities. Thus, we

will over-estimate the elasticity of substitution.

Second, our model treats the �rm as a unitary actor. This restriction is made because our

data does not o¤er information on sub-�rm organizations, such as the departments within a

�rm. But, this parsimony does imply strong restrictions on the data.

To illustrate, one can rearrange the FOC (3) into a simple (approximate) regression model

for the change in an individual�s time worked,

� lnh �= E [� lnh]�
1

'+ 1� �� ln �; (22)

where � ln � is the i.i.d. change in this worker�s preference and is orthogonal to E [� lnh] ;
the average log change in time worked at the �rm:61 The prediction is that, regardless of the

degree of complementarities, the coe¢ cient on E [� lnh] should be 1. The reason for this
re�ects the restriction we have made in the production structure: there is a single common

component, the shift in �rm productivity � lnZ, and E [� lnh] is a proxy for this. When
we run the regression (22) on Veneto data, however, we �nd a coe¢ cient on E [� lnh] of
0:419: We conjecture that this result may point to a production structure in which there is

no single, common component; rather, divisions within a �rm react to their own �common�

components, and these are imperfectly correlated.

Even if the production structure is more intricate, however, our estimation strategy

can still identify economically important quantities. In particular, our use of the moment,

var
�
�Wijt
�
=var

�
�hijt
�
; to infer � should uncover the degree to which changes in time worked

are compressed throughout the �rm as a whole. In this sense, our approach should uncover

a notion of the average degree of complementarities that operate �rm-wide.

7 Conclusion

This paper has pursued the idea that an individual�s labor supply is bound up with the work-

ing time choices of her colleagues within the �rm. We have developed a tractable theory of

earnings, working time, and employment demand that formalizes this idea. In particular,

61To derive this, calculate E [� lnh] implied by (3) and then use it to substitute for the terms in (3)
common to all workers. The precise result will have an additional term, relative to (22). This term is
� lnn � E [� lnn] ; where � lnn measures the change in the size of a worker�s �-cohort when the worker
switches type from � = x to � = x0: But this term, which isolates variation speci�c to the worker, is unlikely
to be strongly correlated with �rm-wide shifts in time worked, so (22) can be consistently estimated if the
term is omitted.
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the model expresses the intuition that, if there are su¢ ciently strong complementaries, work-

ing time adjustments across employees inside a �rm are compressed, regardless of the true

Frisch elasticity of labor supply. The Frisch elasticity is better informed in this setting by

variation at the �rm level; intuitively, �rm-wide productivity movements serve to coordinate

employees�working time and elicit the true elasticity.

We then showed how to estimate the model�s structural parameters using moments from

a matched employer-employee dataset from Veneto, Italy. Using the model�s estimates,

we carried out a simple counterfactual to explore the consequences of failing to control for

complementarities in conducting inference about labor supply elasticities. We �nd that if one

estimates the Frisch elasticity using only variation in labor supply incentives idiosyncratic

to a worker, the estimate will be biased down by more than 50 percent.

We see a number of ways to further advance this line of research. First, data on total

hours would be valuable. If this is not included in available �rm-worker matched panels, we

hope researchers and statistical agencies can �eld smaller-scale matched datasets that focus

attention on measurement of the intensive margin. It would be particularly helpful if such

datasets also included richer information on the �rm (than is available in our Veneto panel),

such as revenue and investment. With respect to theory, we see several pro�table extensions

of our framework. First, we have omitted a treatment of union work rules and legislative

restrictions on work schedules. But the model could be used more widely to examine policy

interventions if these features were included. Second, we have assumed �exible wage setting,

which means that high-frequency variation in productivity and preferences passes through

to earnings. We hope that future work can consider a richer theory of wage setting, which

allows for long-term contracting.
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9 Appendix: Proofs

9.1 The �rm�s problem

In what follows, we need a weak restriction on the revenue function, F̂:

Assumption 1 The parameter, �, satis�es � < �:

This has two implications. First, it guarantees that F̂ is concave, that is, the Hessian,
r2F̂ (n;Z) ; is negative de�nite. Second, it implies that F̂ is supermodular, in that @

@Z
@F̂
@n�

> 0

for any type � and @2

@n�nx
F̂ (n;Z) > 0 for any � 6= x: We assume that these properties of F̂

pass to period pro�t, �: They will be veri�ed once a solution for the wage bargain is obtained.

Conjecture 1 The period pro�t function, � (n;Z), is concave and supermodular:

The next lemma provides a key intermediate result in the characterization of the optimal
policy. Since its proof relies on standard techniques, it is omitted here.

Lemma 1 The value function, � ; is concave and supermodular, under Conjecture 1:

Proof. See online appendix.

We are now prepared to prove Proposition 2.62

62Since the result of Proposition 2 is used to analyze the wage bargain, we present it �rst.
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Proof of Proposition 2. The optimal employment level of the �rst-to-be separated type
� is dictated by the �rst-order condition,

~��n� (n;N�1; Z) �
@�
�
n�;�=�N�1;Z

�
@n�

+ �E [�N (N;Z 0) jZ] + c = 0; (23)

where �=� is a (M � 1) � 1 vector of employment shares exclusive of the type-� share and
N = n� + �x 6=��xN�1: By supermodularity, the left side of (23) is increasing in Z for any
n�: Setting n� = ��N�1, it follows that there is a threshold �� (N�1) such that the �rm
separates from type � when Z falls below �� (N�1) ; driving ~�

�
n�
(�N�1;N�1; Z) below zero.

At this point, the �rm adjusts n� according to (23). This yields a labor demand policy rule
n� = �� (N�1; Z) ; where @

@Z
�� > 0.

At lower values of Z; the �rm will separate from a(nother) type, denoted by �̂ 6= �; if the
marginal value of that cohort falls below �c;

@�
�
�� (N�1; Z) ; �=�N�1; Z

�
@n�̂

+ �E [�N (N;Z 0) jZ] < �c; (24)

where N � �� (N�1; Z) + �x 6=��xN�1: Note that since the FOC (23) remains in e¤ect as Z
falls below �� (N�1), this derivative is evaluated at the optimal size of cohort �; �� (N�1; Z) :
Therefore, at lower Z; the left side declines, for two reasons: the direct e¤ect of lower produc-
tivity, and the indirect e¤ect of a reduction in a complementary factor, n�: It follows that,
at some lower Z, (24) will take hold, and the �rm will separate from type �̂:

When separations of �̂-workers begins, the �rm continues to separate from type-� workers.
This follows immediately from the supermodularity of ~� : if n�̂ is reduced, the marginal value
of type-� labor declines, and n� must be reduced to enforce the FOC (23).

Summarizing, there exists functions � �̂ (N�1) < �� (N�1) such that the �rm separates

from both type � and �̂ workers if Z < � �̂ (N�1) : Since type � is the �rst type to separate,

it is the rank-1 type and denoted by �1: Similarly, we refer to �̂ as the rank-2 type and set
�̂ � �2: It is straightforward to repeat this analysis for the other types, thereby establishing
the ordering of types from rank 1 to rank M .

In line with our notation from Proposition 2, we will, in what follows, refer to an arbitrary
type as type-� if its rank within the �rm is unimportant in the context of the discussion.
Otherwise, we will refer to a type as type-j, where j denotes its rank.

To complete the description of the optimal policy, we consider when the �rmwill hire. The
supermodularity of the problem implies that a �rm will hire only if Z > �0 (N�1) ; where �0 is
the critical point at which the marginal value of labor, assessed at N�1, is equal to �c, the cost

of a new hire. Formally, �0 (N�1) solves the indi¤erence relation,
@��(N ;�0(N�1))

@N

���
N=N�1

= �c:

The only matter that remains is to verify if the �rm will hire and separate simultaneously.
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Under certain conditions, it will not. In the interest of space, however, the proof of this next
claim is omitted here.

Lemma 2 If �c+ c is su¢ ciently large, then the �rm will never hire if it also separates.

Proof. See online appendix.

9.2 Wage bargaining

Under Stole and Zwiebel, all workers and the �rm can reopen a pairwise negotiating session
at any time in the bargaining round. In that session, they split their match surplus. It
follows that, at the conclusion of bargaining, the earnings agreement of any type � solves the
surplus sharing rule,

W� (n;Z)� U = � (W� (n;Z)� U + J � (n;Z) + c) ; (25)

where W� is the present value to a type-� employee of working at a �rm of productivity Z
taking as given the �rm�s remaining workers, n; U is the value of non-employment (including
the �ow value of leisure as well as the present value of job search); and J� (n;Z) is the value
to a �rm of employing a worker of type �: Proposition 1 asserts that (25) rule yields the
wage bargain (5) in the main text.

Proof of Proposition 1. The marginal contribution of any type-� worker to the �rm,
gross of the separation cost c; is

J� (n;Z) � �� (n;Z) + �
Z
�N (N;Z

0) dG (Z 0jZ) ; (26)

where �� (n;Z) is the marginal e¤ect of type-� labor on period pro�t:

�� (n;Z) �
@F̂ (n;Z)

@n�
�
"
W� (n;Z) +

@W� (n;Z)

@n�
n� +

P
x6=�

@Wx (n;Z)

@n�
nx

#
: (27)

The expected marginal value of labor in (26) can be decomposed using Leibniz�s rule,63Z
�N (N;Z

0) dG =
MP
j=1

Z �j(N)

�j+1(N)

�jN (N;Z
0) dG+

Z �0(N)

�1(N)

�0N (N;Z
0) dG+

Z 1

�0(N)

�+N (N;Z
0) dG;

(28)

63We will often abbreviate dG (Z 0jZ) by dG:
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where the term �j; with j = 1; :::;M , denotes the value of the �rm in states of the world in
which it separates from all types indexed by i � j:64 The value of the �rm in states of the
world in which it freezes is given by �0. If the �rm hires, it is valued at �+:

We next describe the marginal value of labor if the �rm adjusts. If the �rm hires, the
Envelope theorem implies,

�+N (N;Z
0) = �c: (29)

To treat the case of separations, return to (16) and consider the state in which the �rm
separates only from type-1 labor, that is, workers with taste �1. The value of the �rm is

�1 (N;Z 0) = �
�
�1 (N;Z

0) ;�=1N; Z
0�� c [�1N � �1 (N;Z 0)] + � Z �(N 0; Z 00) dG;

where �1 (N;Z 0) denotes the optimal choice of type-1 labor conditional on adjusting; �=1 �
(�2; :::; �M) is the vector of labor shares exclusive of type-1 labor; and N 0 = �1 (N;Z

0) +P
i=2 �iN: By the Envelope theorem,

�1N (N;Z
0) = ��1c+

P
i=2 �i

bJ 1
i (N;Z

0) ; (30)

where

bJ 1
i (N;Z

0) �
@�
�
�1 (N;Z

0) ;�=1N; Z
0�

@ni
+ �

Z
�N 0 (N 0; Z 00) dG (Z 00jZ 0) :

An additional worker exacts a cost on the �rm, �c ; with probability �1 but otherwise
contributes a marginal increase in �rm value bJ 1

i (N;Z
0) with probability �i: Generalizing

from (30), we have that for any state Z 2
�
�j+1 (N) ; �j (N)

�
with j � 1;

�jN (N;Z
0) = ��jc+

PM
i=j+1 �i

bJ j
i (N;Z

0) ; (31)

where �j �
Pj

i=1 �i and

bJ j
i (N;Z

0) �
@�
�
�j (N;Z

0) ;�=jN; Z
0�

@ni
+ �

Z
�N 0 (N 0; Z 00) dG: (32)

The marginal value of labor in the �freezing� regime, �0N (N;Z
0) ; can be obtained as

follows. Forwarding (16)-(17) one period, setting s0� = 0 8 � and N = N�1; noting that
n0 = n = �N in this case, and di¤erentiating with respect to N yields

�0N (N;Z
0) =

P
�2X

��
@� (n;Z 0)

@n�
+ �

Z
�N (N;Z

00) dG (Z 00jZ 0) ; (33)

64The ordering of types from 1 to M follows their ranking described in Proposition 2, and the sequence,�
�j
	M
j=1
, represents the corresponding thresholds governing separation. We de�ne �M+1 (N) � min fZg ;

the minimum of the support of Z: The �rm then separates from all types if Z < �M (N) :
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But now recalling (26), evaluating the latter at n = �N , and taking a weighted average of
J� across cohorts reveals that

�0N (N;Z
0) =

P
�2X

��J� (�N;Z 0) =
MP
j=1

�jJj (�N;Z 0) : (34)

Substituting (29), (31), and (34) into (28) and inserting the resulting expression into (26)
gives

J� (n;Z) � �� (n;Z)
��c

PM
j=1 �jG

�
�j (N) jZ

�
+ �

PM
j=1

PM
i=j+1 �i

R �j(N)
�j+1(N)

bJ j
i (N;Z

0) dG

+�
R �0(N)
�1(N)

PM
j=1 �jJj (�N;Z 0) dG+ ��c (1�G (�0 (N)) jZ) ;

(35)

where we have used

MP
j=1

�j
�
G
�
�j (N) jZ

�
�G

�
�j+1 (N) jZ

��
=

MP
j=1

�jG
�
�j (N) jZ

�
:

We next characterize the employee�s surplus. The instantaneous return on working equals
earnings less the cost of e¤ort,W� (n;Z)��g� (n), where g� (n) � h�(n)

1+'

1+'
. In the next period,

a worker will draw one of M types. Conditional on some �j 2 X, the worker is separated if
Z 0 < �j (N) : Accordingly, the present value of working at a �rm (n;Z) is

W� (n;Z) =
W� (n;Z)� �g� (n)

+�
PM

i=1 �i [ EZ0 [si (N;Z 0) � U+(1� si (N;Z 0)) � Wi (n
0;Z 0)] ] ;

where sj is the probability that an individual worker of type �j is separated: Rearranging
terms, this can be written in terms of the surplus from work, SW� (n;Z) � W� (n;Z)� U ;

SW� (n;Z) =W� (n;Z)� �g� (n)� rU + �
MP
i=1

�iEZ0
�
(1� si (N;Z 0))SWi (n0;Z 0)

�
; (36)

where r � 1� �:

To assess (36), suppose the worker is type (or, rank) 1. Then by (25),

EZ0
�
(1� s1 (N;Z 0))SW1 (n0;Z 0)

�
=

�

1� �EZ
0 [(1� s1 (N;Z 0)) � [�rm�s surplus (N;Z 0) + c] ] :

The �rm�s surplus in this expression can be derived as follows. By Proposition 2, separations
occur if Z 0 < �1 (N) ; and the marginal value of type-1 labor in any such state must be �c:
If, on the other hand, Z 0 2 [�1 (N) ; �0 (N)] ; the employer �freezes�and earns J1 (�N;Z 0) ;
given by (26): Lastly, if Z 0 > �0 (N) ; the �rm hires, and the marginal value of labor must
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be �c: Collecting these pieces and noting that s1 (N;Z 0) = 0 if Z 0 � �1 (N), we have

EZ0
�
(1� s1 (N;Z 0))SW1 (n0;Z 0)

�
=

�

1� �

(
c

Z �1(N)

dG+

Z �0(N)

�1(N)

J1 (�N;Z 0) dG+
Z
�0(N)

�cdG

)
:

(37)

Next, consider the continuation value of a rank-2 worker. The only di¤erence with respect
to (37) is that the worker is not subject to separation in states Z 0 2 (�2 (N) ; �1 (N)). Instead,
the �rm �freezes�rank-2 labor, and earns a surplus of bJ 1

2 (N;Z
0) ; as given by (32). Applying

this line of reasoning to higher-ranked types shows that

EZ0
�
(1� si (N;Z 0))SWi (n0;Z 0)

�
= �

1��

n
c
R �i(N) dG+Pi�1

j=1

R �j(N)
�j+1(N)

bJ j
i (N;Z

0) dG+
R �0(N)
�1(N)

Ji (�N;Z 0) dG+
R
�0(N)

�cdG
o

for any type i. Substituting these results into (36) and collecting terms,

SW� (n;Z) =W� (n;Z)� �g� (n)� rU

+� �
1��

(
c
PM

i=1 �i [1�G (� i (N) jZ)] +
PM

i=1 �i
Pi�1

j=1

R �j(N)
�j+1(N)

bJ j
i (N;Z

0) dG

+
PM

i=1

R �0(N)
�1(N)

�iJi (�N;Z 0) dG+ �c [1�G (�0 (N) jZ)]

)
(38)

Now substituting from (35) and (38) into (25) and using (27), we have

Wj (n;Z) = �

(
@F̂ (n;Z)

@nj
�

MP
i=1

@Wi (n;Z)

@nj
ni + rc

)
+ (1� �) (�gj (n) + rU) ; j = 1; :::;M:

(39)
The solution to this system of partial di¤erential equations is (Cahuc et al, 2008))

Wj (n;Z) = �

"
A
@F̂ (n; Z)

@nj
+ rc

#
+ (1� �) (A�gj (n) + rU) ; (40)

where A � '+1��
('+1)(1��(1��))�� : Using (4) and the solution for working time, one can calculate

period pro�t and con�rm Conjecture 1.
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